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Studies indicate that we sit in average up to 14 hours a day. Most experts agree that the human body
is designed for versatile movement and that sitting static for longer periods of time is not optimal.
Excessive sitting is linked to well-documented muscular- and skeletal disorders, especially in the
shoulders, neck and back. The philosophy behind the Salli concept is that the natural posture of the
human body is transferred to sitting. Traditional sitting with 90-110ͼ in the hip and knee creates an
imbalance. In this position, the muscles in the lower back and neck need to constantly compensate for
the imbalance, which is tiring. The traditional backrest is designed, so that we are able to sit in
imbalance for longer periods of time by delaying the fatigue and pain. When we are standing upright
we need no external backsupport, because we are in perfect balance and supported by the skeleton.
The secret of the Salli chair is that it allows us to sit in perfect balance effortlessly, just as in standing.
Brilliant? Yes!

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
Working healthy means working
close to the natural posture. For
example slight crouching of the
back will obstruct the arteries and
veins that supply nutrients and
remove waste products from
muscles and joints. This is the
most
common
cause
of
discomfort and pain. The natural
posture is illustrated well by the
swimmer. Under water the body
is only affected by a minimum of
external stimuli and it will always
obtain a perfect neutral posture.
Do you notice that the posture is
identical to the posture you have on the Salli chair? This is why
dldldl
Salli is possibly the healthiest chair in the world.

It is likely that because of the
many health advantages of a Salli
alli
chair that this will be the preferred
red
way of sitting in the future. Many
any
have already become aware of
the health benefits and have
ave
acquired a Salli chair. And yes,
s, it
does feel strange, hard and
ng.
uncomfortable in the beginning.
Especially
an
uncomfortable
ble
feeling on the sitting bones under
der
the hip is normal the first weeks.
ks.
However, the nerves adapt to this
his
new stimuli very fast and then you
ges
can start enjoy all the advantages
m--of healthy sitting. Feedback from-customers all over the world can-n--be found on salli.com.

A Salli chair is easy to
recognize as it is the only
chair with divided seat in the
world. The divided seat is
patented worldwide. The
benefit of a divided seat is
that it allows you to tilt the
pelvic forward to its natural
position. The seat is also
designed to avoid any
unnecessary pressure in the
soft tissues in the hip, thigh
and genital area. The
pressure is cleverly directed
to the sitting bones (ischial
tuber.) which is the base for the
vertebral column and the upper
body.

Salli swing technology allows
the hip and lumbar spine to
move in a natural and dynamic
way. This movement keeps the
circulation in muscles and
joints in good shape. A Salli
chair has the movable joint
close to the hip. This feels very
comfortable and allows a 360⁰
natural and dynamic swing
motion in the hip.

